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1. Distorted Drug Patents

● Summarizing “Lietzan & Acri’s “Distorted Drug

Patents”

● Objective: The U.S. legal system stimulates the 

invention and development of new medicines in 

part by promising a period of exclusivity in the 

market, which is attractive because it provides 

an opportunity to charge higher prices during 

the period.7 This exclusivity is made possible in 

part by the protection of patents associated 

with those new medicines. How much 

exclusivity in the market, however, is needed 

for the optimal amount of medical innovation?

● Methods: The dataset used in this Article 

relates to 642 approved marketing applications 

between September 28, 1984, and April 1, 

2017 for which a patent was restored, provided 

by the PTO 

● Key Findings: A longer clinical period is 

associated with a shorter final effective patent 

life (meaning after restoration), and a longer 

period between patent filing and start of clinical 

trials is associated with a shorter final effective 

patent life. Other independent variables, 

however, played a more powerful role in driving 

the final effective patent life — typically 

variables relating to the patent selected for 

restoration. For more information, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Determinants of Effective Patent Life Before Patent Term Restoration and With Restoration  

Evergreening is referred to in other works…2. Rebuttal 
• Rebuttal to Amin, Tahir and Kesselheim, Aaron 

S. “Secondary Patenting Of Branded 

Pharmaceuticals: A Case Study Of How Patents 

On Two HIV Drugs Could Be Extended For 

Decades.” Health Affairs 31, no.10 (2012):

• Their Thesis Question: Does Secondary 

Patenting Of Branded Pharmaceuticals extend 

market exclusivity and thus delay generic 

competition?

• Their Regression specification: Related chemical 

structures and compositions or formulations; 

manufacturing methods and processes; methods 

of treatment of HIV infection and other diseases; 

general patents

• Incremental Innovation makes generic challenging more 

expensive, more timely and thus, less likely

• Some Patents in the analysis were of questionable 

inventiveness, using techniques and excipients already known 

in the field. They refer to that as evergreening

• Increasing the threshold for Non-obviousness would help to 

limit patentability of incremental innovations

Incremental innovation

Negative Example: Tamsulosin:

new formulation offers very little

new medical benefits, the old

formulation was already once-

a-day and sufficiently

“uroselective”, as well as low

side effects. The innovators

choose to “pick the low-hanging

fruit” because regulatory

approval for a new formulation

takes around 30% of the time

and cost of an NCE and

because there are less safety

concern
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Their arguments:

Securing multiple patents covering same products, Patenting 

slightly different products, Product hopping, Extending or 

refreshing a patent, Extending a drug’s exclusivity or 

extending a drug’s patent coverage, patent protection, 

intellectual property protection, extending market power or 

monopolistic privileges

Positive Example:Oxybutynin

(Ditropan XL): new formulation

has a better duration of action

and less side effects, which has

improved tolerability and overall

patent compliance. Less patent

life and increasing the

threshold for non-obviousness

would reduce the investment in

R&D.
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